Website Usage Policy
This notice relates to privacy practices in connection with this site
(https://www.corriganinsurance.ie) (“Website”). It acts as the website address for D
Corrigan Insurance Limited t/a Corrigan Insurance.

Cookies Policy
We may update this policy regularly; please check back to see changes based on
Technology, Regulatory Compliance and Data Protection. A cookie is a small text file that
is saved to your computer or mobile device and acts to remember your browsing history,
preferences and improve performance.
Cookies do not identify you but act to link your web browsers to the server providing
content. This allows a more personal service which remembers your site visit
preferences. Cookies and Web beacons can remember which Ads were displayed and
customise the ongoing website experience.
You can control how cookies are used on your web browser by changing the settings,
open the browser help menu and access settings to block or erase cookie activity. Please
note that the website may not run as expected after changing cookie settings as cookies
are used for site services e.g. security, logins and language choices.
We may partner with or receive services from third parties which you can visit from our
website. We may also embed external content and features from such third parties within
our website (e.g. social media networks such as Linkedln, Facebook and Twitter). We do
not control the content or links that appear on these sites and are not responsible for the
practices employed by websites linked to or from our Site. In addition, these sites or
services, including their content and links, may be constantly changing. These sites and
services may have their own privacy policies and customer service policies. Browsing and
interaction on any other website, including websites which have a link to our Site, is
subject to that website’s own terms and policies.
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Types of Cookies
Necessary cookies: These are used to manage your website visit, they provide features
such as encryption for data and user login plus e-commerce shopping cart choices.
These cookies are necessary for the website to function and cannot be switched off in
our systems. They are usually only set in response to actions made by you which
amount to a request for services, such as setting your privacy preferences, logging in or
filling in forms. You can set your browser to block or alert you about these cookies, but
some parts of the site will not then work. These cookies do not store any personally
identifiable information.
Analytical cookies: These cookies track user statistical visit data such as country,
browser type and pages visited. These cookies allow us to count visits and traffic
sources so we can measure and improve the performance of our site. They help us to
know which pages are the most and least popular and see how visitors move around the
site. All information these cookies collect is aggregated and therefore anonymous. If you
do not allow these cookies we will not know when you have visited our site, and will not
be able to monitor its performance.
Targeting cookies: These cookies remember which features or Ads you were
presented with and can display the same or related content to provide you with a
content that may be of more interest to you. These cookies may be set through our site
by our advertising partners. They may be used by those companies to build a profile of
your interests and show you relevant adverts on other sites. They do not store directly
personal information, but are based on uniquely identifying your browser and internet
device. If you do not allow these cookies, you will experience less targeted advertising.
Functionality cookies: These cookies allow your browser to operate more effectively
i.e. your language choice or menu preferences. They can also be used to provide services
you request, such as viewing videos or social media integration. These cookies enable
the website to provide enhanced functionality and personalisation. They may be set by
us or by third party providers whose services we have added to our pages. If you do not
allow these cookies then some or all of these services may not function properly.
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Google Analytics: is a simple website analytics service which measures the traffic and
visitors' general details of the customers' websites. Collecting these statistics, a website
can make their visitors' experience better. When you visit our site, it will collect web
site usage information and information about your computer and internet connection
(e.g. which pages you visit and when, where you as user land first or if you are coming
from a specific referral). Basically, as a website owner using Visitor Analytics, we are
using cookies to collect data about visitors' device type and screen size, approximate
location, browser, OS, IPs, page visits, bounce rate, conversions and popular content on
the website. All this data is pseudonymized and Visitor Analytics will never use the
collected data to identify individual users or to match it with additional information on
an individual user. Each visitor has control over the cookies placement. You can control
and/or delete cookies as you wish by checking your browser settings on each device for details, see www.aboutcookies.org. For further information, please check Google
Analytics’ Terms Of Use, Cookie Information and Opt-Out / Do Not Track.

External Links: Corrigan Insurance accepts no responsibility for information contained
in any other sites which can be accessed by hypertext link from these pages or for these
sites not being available at all times. Please note that when you click on any external site
hypertext link you will leave the Corrigan Insurance website. Third party partners of
Corrigan Insurance and other websites you may access via our website may have
different privacy policies and are not subject to the Privacy Notices governing Corrigan
Insurance. We recommend that you read the Privacy Notice of each such website to find
out how they protect your personal information.

Changes to this statement: We encourage you to check back here from time to time as
we may make changes to this website notice. When such a change is made, we will post
a revised version online. This is not a contractual document, and it does not create any
rights or obligations on either party beyond which already exist under Data Protection
law. It is your responsibility to review this notice periodically so you’re aware of any
changes. By using our services you agree to this notice.
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